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Narcissi: Trumpet Daffodils 
For centuries,Trumpet Daffodils, or Long Cupped Narcissi, have 
been the most popular of all Narcissi for prominent display and 
naturalizing. Their trumpet-shaped cups are as long as, if not 
longer than, the length of their perianth segments (petals). 
Varieties with pink cups should be grown in filtered sunlight to 
protect their delicate coloration from direct sunlight that would 
bleach out their pinkness. DNII bulb size: 14/16 cm, unless 
otherwise noted. April blooming in horticultural zone 5. Plant 
6" to 8" deep and 6" apart. HZ: 3-7. Royal Horticultural Society 
Division 1. Height: 18" to 20". 
Arkle: (1 Y-Y) One of the best yellow Trumpet Daffodils, it has 
a huge, 5" golden-yellow flower with a perfectly formed, 
flouncy perianth and a long, cylindrical cup with a flanged and 
wavy edge. A member of J. Lionel Richardson's Race Horse 
Series, this award-winner was registered in 1968. 	. . (8025) 

	

10/511.75 	20/$20.50 	50/$44.25 100/$ 70.25 
British Gamble: (1 W-YPP) This gigantic, outward-facing 
flower opens with a perfect ivory perianth and a spectacular 
pale lemon trumpet with a thick apricot-pink edge. The 
perianth matures to sparkling white, while the flanged, frilly 
trumpet gradually turns pale apricot-pink with a darker edge, 
to buff-cream with a pale apricot-pink edge. 	(8050) 

10/$17.00 20/530.00 50/$61.25 100/$110.25 
Classic Garden: (1 Y-0) A 2013 American hybrid, Classic 
Garden has a substantive, 31/2" brilliant yellow flower with a 
ribbed, funnel-shaped, beaming orange trumpet. With Glen 
Clova as a parent, it is known to be more sunproof than most 
bicolors. Bulb size: 12/14 cm. 16" to 18". 	(8073) 

	

10/$10.50 	20/$18.25 	50/$43.00 100/$ 77.75 
Creation: (1 W-W) Hybridized by Grant Mitsch, Creation has 
a 41/4" wide, glistening white flower with well-overlapping 
petals and a long, cylindrical trumpet with a flanged and 
slightly ripply edge. Early to mid-season flowering. Limited 
supply. 18". 	 (8079) 

10/$17.75 20/$29.75 50/$64.00 100/$115.50 
Goblet: (1 W-Y) This award-winning 1952 bicolor has a 
partially overlapping, glistening white perianth and a trumpet-
shaped, brilliant golden-yellow cup with a ruffled edge. The 
cup pales to lemon-yellow as it matures. 16" to 18". 	(8164) 

	

10/$ 9.75 	20/$17.25 	50/$36.75 	100/$61.50 
King Alfred: (1 Y-Y) We offer you the best-of-the-best King 
Alfred look-alikes based on its vivid yellow color, substance, 
classic form, health and excellent naturalizing capability. It is a 
good forcer. Huge bulb size: DNI: 18 cm. 	(8278) 

	

10/$10.75 	20/$18.50 	50/$42.25 100/$ 75.25 
Las Vegas: (1 W-Y) It has a huge, outward-facing, 6"-wide 
flower with a perianth that opens creamy-white and matures 
to ivory-white with a yellow halo around its magnificent 
buttercup-yellow trumpet. The enormous, ornate trumpet is 
funnel-shaped with a frilly, rolled rim. Registered in 1981, Las 
Vegas is a landscaping classic and known to be a good forcer. 
	 (8290) 

	

10/$13.50 	20/$23.50 	50/$47.25 100/$ 85.50 

(More Trumpet Daffodils on page 30) 



Rr 

Lorikeet: Back again! (1 YP) This Grant Mitsch hybrid has 
33/4" flowers graced with almost rounded, pale lemon-yellow 
petals accented with glimmery, starburst-white midveins and 
a flared, apricot-pink trumpet with a frilled rim. 16". (8303) 

	

10/$19.75 	20/538.50 	50/$ 87.50 
Marieke: (1 Y-GYY) A 1986 Konijnenburg & Mark hybrid out 
of Golden Harvest, it has a huge, upward-facing flower with a 
brilliant yellow perianth and a darker yellow trumpet. Marieke 
is also a good forcer. 	 (8321) 

	

10/$11.50 	20/$21.75 	50/$48.25 100/5 78.75 
Mount Hood: (1 W-W) Circa 1921, this award-winning, 4" 
white heirloom opens with a yellow trumpet that gradually 
turns glistening ivory-white as the long-lasting blooms mature. 

	

It is known to be a good forcer.   (8340) 

	

10/$12.50 	20/$22.50 	50/$50.75 100/$ 85.25 
Pistachio: (1 Y-Y) This W. F. Leenen hybrid has a perfectly 
formed, greenish-yellow perianth and a creamy-white trumpet 
with a flanged, wavy lemon-yellow rim. 13" to 16". . (8404) 

	

10/$14.75 	20/$24.75 	50/$54.00 1001$ 99.25 

Rijnveld's Early Sensation: (1 Y-Y) This award-winning 
early bloomer, circa 1943, has a 3" golden-yellow flower with 
a star-shaped perianth and a funnel-shaped cup with an 
expanded, flanged and wavy mouth. Bulb size: 12/14 cm. 14". 
	 (8417) 

	

10/5 9.25 	20/$16.00 	50/$34.25 100/$ 57.00 

Sabatini: (1 Y-Y) This N. Primeur sport has a large 41/2"-wide 
flower with a brilliant greenish-yellow perianth and a long, 
straight, greenish-yellow trumpet. Hybridized by C.A. van der 
Wereld and registered in 2014, sweetly-scented Sabatini 
develops a prominent white halo around the base of its funnel- 
shaped, frilly trumpet. Bulb size: 16 cm. 16". 	(8440) 

10/$17.25 20/$29.25 50/$68.00 100/$122.75 
Strong Gold: (1 Y-Y) This Karel van der Veek cross of Trumpet 
Daffodil Primeur and Large Cupped Narcissus Camelot has a 
gently ribbed, well-overlapping, golden-yellow perianth and a 
darker, funnel-shaped trumpet. 16" to 18". 	(8498) 

	

10/$13.25 	20/$23.25 	50/544.00 100/$ 79.25 

Watch Up: New! (1 W-W) Sweetly scented, this upward-facing 
beauty has a large, 41/2"-wide, greenish-white flower and a 
funnel-shaped trumpet that opens yellow and matures to white. 
Registered in 2016, its substantive perianth is beautifully formed, 
and its long trumpet has a wavy, ribbed mouth and a luminous 
yellow-green eye. 16". 	 (8574) 

	

10/$13.00 	20/$22.75 	50/$42.50 100/$ 76.50 
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Bantam 

Accent 
	

Archetype 

Avalon 

Audubon 
	

Altun Ha 

Large Cupped Narcissi 
Among the most valuable and widely used Narcissi in the world, 
these substantial, perennializing varieties are known for their 
large cups that are more than one-third, but less than the length 
of their perianth segments (petals). Some have wavy, frilled, 
lobed or smooth cup edges; contrasting colored rims; and 
trumpet, cylindrical, funnel, cup or bowl shapes.The shape and 
size of the perianth segments determines the overall form of 
each flower: some are star-shaped, while others are round or 
look like double triangles. 
Varieties with pink cups are shades of light salmon, apricot-pink, 

coral or soft old rose. They should be grown in filtered sunlight 
where their delicately colored cups can be protected from 
direct sunlight that bleaches out their pinkness. DNII bulb size: 
14/16 cm, unless otherwise noted. April blooming in 
horticultural zone 5. Plant 6" to 8" deep and 6" apart. HZ: 3-7. 
Royal Horticultural Society Division 2. Height: 18" to 20". 
Accent: (2 W-P) A sunproof naturalizer, this 4" award-winner 
has an ivory-white perianth and a funnel-shaped, frilled cup of 
light salmon-pink to salmon-rose. It is known to be a good 
forcer. 	 (8002) 

	

10/$ 8.75 	20/$15.50 	50/$33.00 100/$ 57.75 
Altun Ha: (2 YYW-W) Hybridized by Englishman John 
Pearson in 1987, this prized Camelot and Daydream cross, 
sister to Avalon, opens brilliant greenish-yellow with a white 
halo around its cup base and a funnel-shaped, lemon-yellow 
cup. Its well-overlapping perianth matures to deeper greenish-
yellow surrounding a white cup variably accented with 
chartreuse flushes. 18". 	 (8018) 

	

10/$14.75 	20/$24.75 	50/$54.25 100/$ 99.75 
Archetype: (2 Y-Y) Of perfect form and substance, it has a 
well-overlapping pale lemon-yellow perianth with attractive 
midribs and a cylindrical, golden-yellow cup with a slightly 
frilly, ribbed mouth edge.This new Karel van der Veek hybrid 
is the perfect yellow-on-yellow Narcissus. 18". 	. . . . (8024) 

10/$15.75 20/$26.50 50/$59.75 100/$112.25 
Audubon: (2 W-WWP) This Grant Mitsch hybrid has a 4" 
ivory perianth and a bowl-shaped ivory cup with a slightly 
frilled, deep coral-pink rim. 16" to 18". 	 (8026) 

10/$16.25 20/$25.50 50/856.25 100/$104.50 
Avalon: (2 Y-W) This prized Camelot and Daydream cross has 
a cylindrical, brilliant yellow cup that matures to milky-white 
with a lemon-yellow perianth and a white base. Avalon is a 
sibling of Altun Ha. Late April. 16". 	 (8030) 

	

10/$13.25 	20/$22.25 	50/$45.75 100/8 79.50 
Bantam: (2 Y-YOO) This 1950 English hybrid has a perfect, 
recurved, greenish-yellow perianth and a 2" bowl-shaped, 
sulfur-yellow cup with a frilly, orange-edged rim. Bulb size: 
12/14 cm. Later flowering. 	 (8037) 

	

10/$13.00 	20/$22.75 	50/$42.00 100/8 75.75 

(More Large Cupped Narcissi on pages 32-34) 

Brackenhurst (see page 32) 	Camelot (see page 32) 
r 



Chromacolor Flower Record 

Faith 	 Color Run & Falconet (page 37) 

Brackenhurst: (2 Y-O) A 1977 Ceylon sport, this sunproof 4" 
award-winner has a yellow perianth and a bowl-shaped reddish-. 
orange cup. (Photo on page 31.) Early April. 16". 	. (8046) 

	

10/$12.50 	20/$22.00 	50/542.00 100/$ 75.75 
Camelot: (2 Y-Y) Late flowering, this award-winner is bright 
golden-yellow with a perfectly formed perianth and a large, 
funnel-shaped cup (photo on page 31). Limited supply. 

	

16" to 18".   (8054) 

	

10/$12.25 	20/$21.50 	50/542.25 100/$ 76.25 
Ceylon: (2 YO) This upward-facing, sunproof naturalizer has a 
4" buttercup-yellow perianth and a funnel-shaped, orange-scarlet 
cup with a pale golden base. Bulb size: 12/14 cm. 16". .(8062) 

	

10/510.00 	20/$17.75 	50/$38.00 100/$ 62.75 
Chromacolor: (2 W-P) This award-winning dazzler has a 5" 
sparkling white perianth with an intense coral-pink cup. 14" 
to 16". 	 (8071) 

	

10/$12.25 	20/521.25 	50/542.00 100/5 75.75 
Color Run: New! (2 Y-0) This Karel van der Veek hybrid has 
a well-overlapping lemon-yellow perianth with a white base 
around its flared, funnel-shaped, apricot cup. Intensifying in 
coloration as the blooms mature, the cup base and frilly rim 
are accented in deeper apricot. Limited supply. Bulb size: 

	

12/14 cm. 16". 	 (8074) 

	

10/$12.50 	20/$22.00 	50/$41.75 100/$ 75.25 
Coral Light: (2 W-GWP) This A. N. Kanouse hybrid has a 4" 
white perianth around a bowl-shaped yellow cup banded in 
coral-pink with a green eye that matures to pale coral-pink 
with a darker edge. 18" 	 (8077) 

10/$15.50 20/527.25 50/556.00 100/5101.00 
Decoy: (2 W-R) This prized Grant Mitsch hybrid has a 31/2" 
ivory-white perianth with a short, funnel-shaped, deep rose- 

	

red cup. Late April. 14" to 16". 		 (8080) 

	

10/$12.00 	20/520.75 	50/541.75 100/$ 75.50 
Delibes: (2 Y-YYO) This award-winning naturalizer has a 4" 
golden-yellow perianth and a shallow, bowl-shaped lemon- 
yellow crown with a broad orange rim. 	(8088) 

	

10/511.25 	20/519.50 	50/$42.00 100/$ 74.75 
Faith: (2 W-P) Named for Faith Ohms, this outward-facing 
award-winner is bright white with a trumpet-shaped, vivid 
salmon-pink cup and a rolled rim. Bulb size: 12/14 cm. 16". 
	 (8121) 

	

10/514.00 	20/524.25 	50/$48.00 100/5 86.75 
Ferris Wheel: (2 Y-0) This Huijg hybrid has fragrant 41/2" 
sunproof flowers with a greenish-yellow perianth and a huge, 
bowl-shaped, frilled, yellow-orange cup. 	(8133) 

10/$18.25 20/$3L75 50/570.50 100/$122.25 
Flower Record: (2 W-YYO) This scented 1940s naturalizer and 
forcer has white petals with a yellow base and a cup-shaped 

	

yellow crown, 	edged in red. Late April. 	(8136) 

	

10/$11.75 	20/$20.50 	50/$40.75 100/5 73.25 
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Golden Salome Martha Stewart 

Ice Follies 

Greengarden Misty Glen 

Fortissimo 

Fortissimo: (2 V-0) This huge, 5" amber-yellow naturalizer 
has a funnel-shaped, slightly filled, reddish-orange crown. 
Limited supply. Late April. 	 (8147) 

	

10/$13.50 	20/$23.75 	50/$48.75 100/$ 91.25 
Fortune: (2Y-0) Circa 1917, this 4" award-winning naturalizer 
has a yellow perianth and a marigold crown with a flushed red 
rim. A good forcer. 	 (8150) 

	

10/$11.75 	20/$20.50 	50/$44.25 100/$ 69.50 
Fragrant Breeze: (2 W-O) Sweetly fragrant, this 4" bloom has 
a milky-white perianth and a cup that opens almost orange 
and matures to pale buff-peach. During a warm spring, the cup 
may be more flat against the perianth, while in cooler 
temperatures, the cup is more bowl-shaped. 	(8153) 

10/$14.25 20/$26.75 50/556.25 100/$101.50 
Frosty Snow: (2 W-WWY) This floriferous Janis Ruksans 
Latvian hybrid opens sparkling snow-white with a flanged, 
cup-shaped lemon-yellow crown that matures to white with a 
beguiling yellow rim. Finally, it matures to pure white, like the 
driven snow. 16" to 18". 	 (8157) 

10/$14.25 20/$26.75 50/$59.00 100/$106.50 
Gigantic Star: New! (2 YY) Aptly named, this award-winner 
has a star-shaped, 5" flower with brilliant golden-yellow petals 
and a trumpet-shaped, vivid yellow cup. It's known to be long- 
lasting and a good forcer. HZ: 3-9.20" to 22". 	(8162) 

	

10/510.50 	20/$19.25 	50/$41.50 100/$ 77.00 
Golden Salome: New! (2 YY) A 2005 sport of award-winning 
Salome, Golden Salome has a 33/4", pale creamy-yellow flower 
that pales as it matures with a long, funnel-shaped, golden-
yellow cup. Like Salome, it is a terrific naturalizer. 16". (8175) 

	

10/511.25 	20/$19.75 	50/542.25 100/$ 67.00 
Greengarden: (2 Y-W) This greenish-yellow reverse bicolor 
has a funnel-shaped, flanged cup that matures to bright white. 
A ravishing Karel van der Veek hybrid, it is a cross between 
Trumpet Daffodils Mount Hood (page 30) and Spellbinder (no 
longer reliably available). 	 (8182) 

10/$16.75 20/$31.25 50/$70.25 100/$130.25 
Ice Follies: (2W-W) Introduced in 1963, this 4" award-winning 
naturalizer has white petals around a frilled, bright chartreuse- 
yellow crown that turns white. A good forcer. 	. . . . (8201) 

	

10/$ 9.50 	20/$16.75 	50/$38.50 100/$ 56.75 
Martha Stewart: (1 W-WWP) Technically classified as a 
Trumpet Daffodil, this prized Karel van der Veek hybrid was 
named in honor of Martha Stewart for her lifelong, contagious 
passion for flower bulbs. It has a perfectly formed, 3" white 
perianth surrounding a flared, pale yellow cup with a thick, 
delicately frilled apricot-pink edge. It pales as it matures. 16" 
to 18".   (8322) 

	

10/$14.75 	20/$26.00 	50/$52.25 100/5 94.25 
Misty Glen: (2 W-GWW) This luminous moon-white gem has 
overlapping petals and a cylindrical scalloped cup with a green 
eye. Late April. 16" to 18". 	 (8329) 

	

10/$15.25 	20/$27.75 	50/$49.25 100/$ 88.75 

(More Large Cupped Narcissi on page 34) 
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SIIONN board 	 Pacific Rim 

Night Cap: (2 W-WYP)This stunning Brian Duncan hybrid has 
a well-overlapping, glistening white perianth with prominent 
midribs and a bowl-shaped, creamy-ivory cup with a yellow 
glow and broadly feathered Chinese-coral edges. Limited 
supply. 16" 	 (8342) 

10/$16.75 20/$31.75 50/570.50 100/$122.25 
Pacific Rim: New! (2 Y-YYR) Honored by the American 
Daffodil Society with the 2000 William G. Pannell award for 
outstanding show flower, this Grant Mitsch hybrid has 
substantive, 31/2" clear yellow flowers with a shallow, bowl-
shaped cup edged in a crisp band of orange-red. Very limited 
supply. Bulb size: 12/14 cm. 14" to 16" 	(8353) 

	

10/$15.75 	20/$30.25 	50/$ 68.75 
Passionale: (2 W-P) Scented, this late-blooming award-winner 
has a 4" white perianth and a slightly rolled and frilled yellow- 
pink cup. Bulb size: 15/17 cm. 	 (8357) 

	

10/5 9.75 	20/517.00 	50/$36.50 100/$ 65.75 
Peridot: (2 W-GYY) Late flowering, this flawless Guy Wilson 
hybrid has lustrous, milky-white petals around a shallow, bowl-
shaped, pale yellow-rimmed, ivory-white cup that has a yellow-
edged green center from which pale butter-yellow rays 

	

emanate. Bulb size: 12/14 cm. 16" to 18"   (8380) 
10/$15.25 20/$28.75 50/562.00 100/$112.00 

Pink Charm: (2 W-WWP) This naturalizer has a 3" ivory 
perianth and a flared, trumpet-shaped ivory cup with a pale 
apricot to deep Chinese-coral rim. 	 (8400) 

	

10/$ 9.00 	20/$15.50 	50/$33.50 100/5 59.25 
Salome: (2 W-PPY) This award-winning Irish naturalizer has a 
3" pure white perianth and a long, funnel-shaped cup of 
apricot-pink to old rose with yellow edges. It is known to be 

	

a good forcer. 	 (8458) 

	

10/$ 9.75 	20/$17.25 	50/$39.75 100/$ 61.00 
Snowboard: (2 W-GWW) This substantive Karel van der Veek 
hybrid has upward-facing, 33/4", blizzard-white flowers. The 
rounded, partially overlapping perianth encircles a flawless 
funnel-shaped cup with a slightly wavy mouth and a green eye. 

	

Limited supply. 	 (8480) 

	

10/$13.25 	20/$23.50 	50/$52.50 100/5 91.25 
Stainless: (2 W-W) Late flowering, it is 4" across and has over-
lapping ivory-white petals and a shallow, cylindrical white cup 
with a luminous green eye. 	 (8494) 

	

10/$14.25 	20/$26.00 	50/$55.50 100/$ 96.75 
Tom Police: New! (2 Y-P) Named after the Dutch Napoleon-
like pink pastry, this new beauty has pointed, star-shaped, 
dreamy yellow petals with a white base and white striations. Its 
smooth, funnel-shaped, expanding pink cup has a rolled, wavy 
rim and a darker pink interior base. Limited supply. Bulb size: 

	

12/14 cm. 16". 	 (8550) 

	

10/$15.75 	20/$30.25 	50/$ 63.50 
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Hawera Starlight Sensation 

Thalia 

Triandrus Narcissi 
Usually bearing two or more pendant flowers per stem, these 
fragrant Narcissi have slender foliage and naturalize splendidly 
in semi-shady areas. DNII bulb size: 12/14 cm, unless otherwise 
noted. April/May. Plant these bulbs 6" to 8" deep and 6" apart. 
HZ: 4-9. Height: 14" to 16". 
Hawera: (5 Y-Y) This pre-1928 heirloom cross of N. jonquilla 
and N. triandrus has six to eight, scented, pale canary-yellow 
flowers per stem with cup-shaped paler coronas. Occasionally, 
this hardy naturalizer yields a second flowering stem. Bulb 
size: 10/12 cm. 8".   (8192) 

	

25/$ 9.00 	50/$15.50 100/$25.75 200/$46.75 
Moonlight Sensation: New! (5 Y-Y) This 2016 Karel van der 
Veek hybrid offers up to four stems per bulb and six, star-
shaped, pendant, 21/2" flowers per stem. Fragrant, it opens 
yellow and matures to pale yellow with a white base around 
its cup-shaped ivory crown. 	 (8333) 

	

10/$ 7.50 	20/$12.75 	50/527.25 100/$44.50 
Starlight Sensation: (5W-W) Another 2016 Karel van der 
Veek hybrid, this fragrant beauty offers up to four stems per 
bulb and four, star-shaped, pendant, 21/2" greenish-white 
flowers per stem.The cup-shaped, greenish-white corona has 
a hazy chartreuse eye. 	 (8495) 

	

10/$ 7.50 	20/$12.75 	50/$27.25 100/$44.50 
Sunlight Sensation: New! (5 Y-Y) This scented 2016 Karel 
van derVeek hybrid offers up to four stems per bulb and four, 
star-shaped, pendant, 23/4", vivid yellow flowers per stem. The 
cup-shaped corona is ever so slightly deeper yellow than its 
perianth. 	 (8506) 

	

10/$ 7.50 	20/$12.75 	50/$27.25 100/$44.50 
Thalia: (5 W-W) Circa 1916, the award-winning Orchid 
Narcissus has up to five pendant white flowers per stem 
with recurved petals and a long, cup-shaped crown. It is one 
of the most popular Narcissi of all time. Bulb size: 14/16 cm. 
16" to 18" 	 (8549) 

	

10/$ 7.50 	20/$12.00 	50/$25.75 100/546.25 

Poeticus Narcissi 
Traditionally known as the Poet's Narcissi, these fragrant 
favorites have very large white perianths with small, dainty 
cups in contrasting colors. DNII bulb size: 14/16 cm. April/May. 
Plant 6" to 8" deep and 6" apart. HZ: 3-7. Height: 14" to 16". 
Actaea: (9 W-YYR) Circa 1919, this award-winning, fragrant 
naturalizer has a 31/2", more rounded white perianth and a 
small, shallow yellow cup, edged in scarlet-red with a yellow- 
green eye. 	 (8007) 

10/$13.75 20/$23.50 50/551.50 100/$89.50 
Pheasant's Eye: (13W-YYR) Poeticus var. recurvus. This award- 
winning, scented 1850 naturalizer has reflexed white petals 
and a small, red-edged yellow cup with a green eye. 	(8391) 

	

10/$ 9.50 	20/$16.00 	50/$35.25 	100/559.75 
Moonlight Sensation & Sunlight Sensation 

Pheasant's Eye 	 Actaea 
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Altruist 	 Barrett Browning 

Small Cupped Narcissi 
These exquisite varieties have cups that measure no more than 
one-third the length of their petals. We adore their perfectly 
formed perianths and refined cups, each of which flaunts 
intricately colored edges, throats or eyes. One cannot help but 
embezzle at least one stem from the garden for closer 
inspection and enjoyment indoors. DNII bulb size: 14/16 cm, 
unless otherwise noted. April. Plant 6" to 8" deep and 6" apart. 
HZ: 3-8. Height: 14" to 16". 

Altruist: (3 O-R) This award-winner has a 31/2" copper-yellow 
perianth that pales as it matures, and a shallow, bowl-shaped 
crimson-orange cup. 14" to 18". 	 (8015) 

	

10/$11.50 	20/$20.00 	50/543.50 100/$ 78.25 
Barrett Browning: (3 WWY-0) A 1945 award-winner, this 3" 
early-blooming naturalizer has white petals, a yellow halo at its 
base and a bowl-shaped orange cup. It is known to be a good 
forcer. 	 (8038) 

	

10/$11.75 	20/$20.50 	50/$44.25 100/$ 71.25 
Dreamlight: (3 W-GWR) A late-flowering 1934 heirloom, this 
dreamy, Poeticus look-alike has a snow-white perianth and a 
disk-shaped, champagne-white cup with a luminous green eye 
and a scarlet-orange rim. Bulb size: 12/14 cm. 16". 	. (8112) 

	

10/$12.25 	20/$21.25 	50/542.00 100/5 75.75 
Jamestown: (3 W-GYY) This Irish hybrid has a large, round, 
31/2" bright white perianth and a bowl-shaped golden-yellow 
cup with an orange-edged, frilled rim and a green eye. (8223) 

	

10/$11.25 	20/$19.50 	50/$38.00 100/5 68.75 
Princess Zaide: (3 W-GWW) Late flowering, it has a large, 
round, marble-white perianth and a shallow, bowl-shaped cup 
with a deep green eye that blends to chartreuse-yellow toward 
her heavily ribbed and filled edges. 16" to 20". 	. . . (8407) 

	

10/$13.25 	20/$23.25 	50/547.50 100/$ 85.75 
Ringtone: (3 Y-YYO) A floriferous Karel van der Veek variety 
boasting Flower Record ancestry, it has a round, 31/2" buff-
champagne perianth with white highlights and an immaculate 
bowl- to disk-shaped yellow cup with a wavy mustard-orange 
edge. 	 (8420) 

	

10/513.25 	20/523.25 	50/545.25 100/5 81.75 
Sabine Hay: Back again! (3 O-R) This award-winning English 
hybrid has a rounded, well-overlapping, 31/2" copper-orange 
perianth and a disk-shaped, ribbed amber-red corona that 
radiates its glow against the perianth base. Limited supply. 
Bulb size: 12/14 cm. 	 (8449) 

	

5/$10.75 	10/$16.50 	20/5 31.75 

www.johnscheepers.com  - Phone: (860) 567-0838 
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Golden Dawn 

Sinopel: (3 W-WWY) Fragrant, it has a perfect 3" ivory-white 
perianth and a bowl-shaped yellow-to-green cup. Circa 1974 
and a bit like a mood ring, its dainty cup is more yellow in cool 
temperatures and more green in warm temperatures (cherish 
its greenness indoors in a bud vase). Limited supply. HZ: 4-8. 
16" to 18". 	 (8474) 

5/$10.25 10/$17.75 50/$77.75 100/$139.75 
Xit: New! (3 W-W) This miniature, award-winning English 
heirloom has small, 13/4" wide, bright white flowers with 
slightly reflexed petals and a disk-shaped, greenish-white cup 
dotted with a luminous green eye. Bulb size: 10/12 cm. 4" to 
6". 	 (8592) 

10/$18.75 20/$33.00 50/568.00 100/$122.75 

Tazetta Narcissi 
Vigorous, multi-flowering varieties with several stems per 
bulb, Tazetta Narcissi are very fragrant, ideal for southern 
climates and are good forcers. DNII bulb size. April. Plant 6" 
to 8" deep and 6" apart. HZ: 5-9. 
Avalanche: (8 W-Y) The Seventeen Sisters yields cascades of 
dollish 1" blooms. A naturalizing 1906 heirloom, it has a 
creamy-white perianth and a bowl-shaped, greenish-yellow 
cup. Bulb size: 15/17 cm. HZ: 6-9. 16" to 18". 	(8027) 

10/$12.50 	20/$22.00 	50/$44.50 100/$ 80.25 
Cragford: (8 W-O) Circa 1930, this award-winner has icy-
white petals with a yellow base, a bowl-shaped orange cup 
and a green center. Bulb size: 14 cm/up. 16" to 18". (8078) 

101$ 9.25 	20/$15.75 	50/$37.25 100/$ 58.50 
Falconet: (8 Y-R) This terrific forcer has a perfectly formed, 
yellow perianth and a reddish-orange crown with up to eight 
florets per stem. Bulb size: 12/14 cm. 12" to 14". 	. . (8123) 

10/5 7.50 	20/$11.50 	50/$19.25 100/$ 32.25 
Geranium: (8W-0) Sweetly fragrant with up to six 2" flowers 
per stem, this award-winning 1930 heirloom has a white 
perianth and a shallow, bowl-shaped, yellowish-orange cup 
that is slightly ribbed. Bulb size:14/16 cm.April/May. 16". (8160) 

10/511.75 	20/$20.50 	50/$44.25 1001$ 79.75 
Golden Dawn: (8 Y-0) This award-winner is greenish-yellow 
with white highlights and a bowl-shaped orange cup. Late 
flowering. Bulb size: 14/16 cm. 16". 	 (8166) 

10/$ 7.50 	20/$11.50 	50/$23.00 100/5 34.00 
Minnow: (8 W-Y) This miniature is a white-to-ivory-to-pale-
yellow beauty with a yellow cup, bearing four to five clustered 
flowers per stem. Bulb size: 12/14 cm. 7" to 8". . . . (8327) 

25/$9.25 	50/$16.25 	100/$27.25 200/$ 49.00 
Silver Chimes: (8 W-W) Circa 1914, this award-winner 
produces up to eight exquisite flowers per stem with a silvery-
white perianth and a soft primrose-yellow cup that pales as 
it matures. Late flowering. Bulb size: 15 cm/up. HZ: 6-9. 16" 
to 18". 	 (8469) 

10/$14.00 	20/$24.50 	50/$51.75 100/$ 93.25 
Cragford 
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Flower Surprise Bridal Crown 

Ice King 

Candy Princess 

Gay Tabor Cheerfulness 

Double Narcissi 
Sweetly fragrant, Double Narcissi are great for garden display 
and as cut flowers. DNH bulb size: 14/16 cm, unless otherwise 
noted. April/May. Plant 6" to 8" deep and 6" apart. HZ: 3-8. 
Height: 14" to 16". 
N. albus plenus odoratus: (4W-YYR) The Double Pheasant's 
Eye. This 1861 heirloom has a double, snow-white perianth, a 
frilled, subtle yellow center with a red rim, and a sinful 
fragrance. Bulb size: 10/12 cm. May. HZ:4-9. 12" to 14". . (8011) 

	

10/$12.75 	20/$22.25 	50/$44.50 100/$ 80.50 
Bridal Crown: (4 W-Y) This mid-1940s, fragrant award-winner 
has multiple creamy-white blooms with saffron-yellow cup 
segments. It is known to be a good forcer. HZ: 4-8. 	. (8049) 

	

10/$8.00 	20/$14.00 	50/$29.75 100/$ 45.00 
Candy Princess: (4 W-P) This upward-facing Accent sport has 
a 4" greenish to bright white perianth around a lobed, crinkled 
cup with yellow to pinkish-apricot whorled petaloid segments 
with white highlights. Sunproof. 16" to 18". 	(8057) 

	

10/$11.00 	20/519.25 	50/$39.25 100/$ 70.75 
Cheerfulness: (4 W-Y) A late-flowering naturalizer, circa 
1923, this fragrant award-winner has clusters of small, creamy- 
white flowers with gentle yellow flecks. HZ: 4-8. 	. . (8067) 

	

10/$8.50 	20/$16.00 	50/$35.25 100/$ 50.50 
Delnashaugh: (4 W-P) Late flowering, its 4" creamy-white 
perianth is adorned with short, frilled, apricot-pink cup 
segments. HZ: 4-8. 16" to 18". 	 (8091) 

	

10/510.25 	20/517.75 	50/538.25 100/5 62.25 
Flower Surprise: (4 W-P)This 5" HenkWijnhout cross of Pink 
Paradise and Delnashaugh has an opulent, triple-layered 
champagne-apricot perianth full of buttery apricot-pink 
petaloid segments. Limited supply. 	 (8140) 

5/$13.50 10/523.50 50/$100.50 100/$181.50 
Gay Tabor: (4W-0) This gardenia-like gem has a huge flower 
with precisely layered ivory petals interspersed with golden- 
orange petaloid segments. 	 (8158) 

	

10/$14.25 	20/$25.00 	50/$54.00 100/$ 97.75 

Ice King: (4 W-Y) The double form of Ice Follies, this ruffled 
beauty has an ivory-white perianth and a fully double, sulfur- 
yellow cup with white highlights. 	 (8208) 

	

10/$9.00 	20/515.50 	50/533.50 100/$ 51.50 

Le Torch: (4 W-R) This hefty Brian Duncan Double has a 5" 
flower with layers of golden-yellow petals interspersed with 
whorled, bright reddish-orange petaloid segments. (Photo on 
page 39.) 	 (8291) 

10/$17.75 20/831.25 50/564.75 100/5116.75 

www.johnscheepers.com  - Phone: (860) 567-0838 
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Lingerie: (4 W-Y) This outward-facing, strong-stemmed 1977 
Murray Evans hybrid has perfectly formed, large, 4" double 
flowers with snow-white petticoat layers interspersed with 
lemon-yellow petaloid whorls. 		 (8299) 

10/$19.75 20/$34.75 50/$78.75 100/$146.50 
Manly: (4 YO) This huge Lionel Richardson award-winner is 
creamy-yellow with shorter, dark orange petals interspersed 

	

through each bloom's center. 		 (8316) 

	

10/$14.50 	20/$25.25 	50/$50.25 100/$ 90.75 
Sherborne: (4 Y-Y) This award-winning Camelot offspring has 
4" golden-yellow flowers with darker petaloid segments. Its 
big, puffball flowers are so strong-they stand up out of their 

	

foliage and look right at you. 		 (8464) 
10/$16.25 20/$28.50 50/$64.75 100/$113.25 

Tahiti: (4 Y-0) This 1956 Lionel Richardson award-winner has 
a large, 4" soft yellow perianth and a double cup offset with 
shorter, frilled, orange petal segments. 	(8527) 

	

10/$10.00 	20/$18.00 	50/$40.75 100/$ 69.50 
Wave: (4 W-Y) This lemon-meringue beauty has an ivory 
perianth around a chock-full, frilled lemon-yellow cup with 
snow-white highlights. Bulb size: 12/14 cm. 16" to 18". (8581) 

	

10/$11.25 	20/$19.75 	50/$42.75 100/$ 77.00 
White Lion: (4 W-WYY) Circa 1940, this 31/2" award-winner 
opens pale yellow and matures to ivory with shorter yellow 
petal segments at its frilled double center. 	(8583) 

	

10/$10.25 	20/517.75 	50/538.25 100/5 59.25 
White Medal: (4 W-W) This Petit Four sport is pristine marble-
white with an ethereal, creamy glow and a sculpted, perfect 
form. Bulb size 12/14 cm. 	 (8589) 

	

10/$14.00 	20/$24.25 	50/$50.00 100/$ 90.25 
Yellow Cheerfulness: (4 Y-Y) Circa 1937, this multi-flowering, 
award-winning naturalizer is primrose-yellow with yellow 
segments, rimmed yellow-orange at its center. Late flowering. 

	

HZ: 4-8.   (8594) 

	

10/$7.75 	20/$13.50 	50/$31.25 100/$ 55.75 

HZ Extreme Minimum Temperatures 
Your U.S.D.A. horticultural zone is on your order form and 
on the back catalog cover. However, your garden may be in 
a micro-climate within the HZ generally attributed to your 
postal code. If you have any concerns, contact a good local 
horticulturist. Horticultural zone hardiness is an important 
criteria in selecting flower bulbs. 
Zone Temp (°F) Zone Temp (°F) Zone Temp (°F) 
la: -60° to -55° 	4b: -25° to -20° 	8a: 10° to 15° 
ib: -55° to -50° 	5a: -20° to -15° 	8b: 15° to 20° 
2a: -50° to -45° 	5b: -15° to -10° 	9a: 20° to 25° 
2b: -45° to -40° 	6a: -10° to -5° 	9b: 25° to 30° 
3a: -40° to -35° 	6b: -5° to 0° 	10a: 30° to 35° 
3b: -35° to -30° 	7a: 0° to 5° 	10b: 35° to 40° 
4a: -30° to -25° 	7b: 5° to 10° 
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Beautiful Eyes 

Blushing Lady 	 Lemon Sailboat 

I Bell Song 

Derringer Baby Moon Kedron Golden Echo 

Jonquilla Narcissi 
All sweetly fragrant, our naturalizing Jonquilla Narcissi have 
slender foliage bearing from two to six flowers with small 
cups. They are all known to be good forcers. Pink-cupped 
varieties benefit from filtered sunlight. DNII bulb size: 12/14 
cm, unless otherwise noted. May. Plant 6" deep and 6" apart. 
HZ: 5-9. 
Baby Moon: (7 YY) Very late flowering, this sweetly scented, 
award-winning miniature is canary-yellow with three to five 
flowers per stem. Bulb size: 8/10 cm. 7". 	(8034) 

	

25/$ 8.25 	50/$14.50 	100/$23.25 200/$41.75 
Beautiful Eyes: (7 W-O) This Brent Heath hybrid has a 
rounded ivory perianth with a golden-yellow halo encircling 
the base of its bowl-shaped orange cup. 12" to 16". . (8042) 

	

10/$ 7.50 	20/512.75 	50/$27.25 	100/$44.50 
Bell Song: (7 W-P) Yielding two to three 21/2" flowers per 
stem, this Grant Mitsch charmer opens a pale buff-yellow with 
a cup-shaped, yellowish-pink corona, and matures to ivory- 
white with a deeper pink cup. 14" to 16". 	 (8043) 

	

10/$ 7.50 	20/$13.25 	50/528.50 100/$46.75 
Blushing Lady: (7 Y-YYP) This fragrant 2003 Brent Heath 
beauty bears up to three soft yellow flowers per stem with 
white halos around the bases of its flared funnel-shaped cups. 
The wavy cup edges mature to warm, rich salmon-pink, 
particularly when planted in dappled sunlight. Very limited 
supply. Bulb size: 14/16 cm. 12" to 14". 	(8044) 

	

10/$ 8.00 	20/$14.00 	50/$29.00 100/$52.25 
Derringer: (7 Y-Y) This Brent Heath seedling has a 23/4" 
lemon-yellow perianth with a golden-yellow base and a bowl-
shaped melon-orange cup. Its beautifully formed perianth is 
accented with variable, delicately feathered white edges. Bulb 
size: 14/16 cm. 12". 	 (8098) 

	

101$ 9.25 	20/$16.25 	50/$33.50 	100/$60.50 
Golden Echo: (7 WWY-Y) Yielding one to three flowers per 
stem, this Brent Heath hybrid is glistening white with a sunny 
golden halo around the base of its long, stovepipe yellow cup. 
14". 	 (8174) 

	

10/5 7.50 	20/$11.75 	50/$25.00 	100/$42.75 
Hillstar: (7 YYW-YWW) This Grant Mitsch award-winner 
yields two to three flowers per stem. The 23/4" flower is bright 
lemon-yellow with a white halo around the base of its short, 
funnel-shaped cup that morphs from buff-yellow to bright 
white at the rim. 14" to 16" 	 (8197) 

	

10/$ 7.50 	20/$12.00 	50/$25.75 	100/$36.50 
Kedron: (7 Y-O) This 1974 American hybrid has up to two 
23/4" pale amber to apricot-yellow flowers with deep orange 
cups per stem. The dark cups are reflected on the petals 
around the cup bases. 12" 	 (8263) 

	

10/5 7.50 	20/$12.75 	50/$27.25 	100/$44.50 
Lemon Sailboat: (7 Y-Y) This Sailboat sport has 21/2", reflexed 
lemon-yellow flowers with funnel-shaped cups. 10" to 12". 
	 (8298) 

	

10/5 7.50 	20/$11.50 	50/$23.00 	100/$32.25 



A 

Pipit: (7 YYW-W) This 1963 Grant Mitsch hybrid has two 
to three 23/4" sulfur-yellow flowers per stem with short, funnel-
shaped cups that mature to bright white against a white base. 
14" to 16". 	 (8403) 

	

10/$ 7.50 	20/$13.25 	50/528.50 	100/$46.75 
Prosecco: New! (7 W/P-P) A color breakthrough, this fragrant 
Karel van der Veek hybrid yields two 31/4" ivory flowers per 
stem that are blushed pale dusty-pink with a cup-shaped 
orange-pink corona. Very limited supply. 14". 	(8410) 

10/$10.50 20/$18.25 50/$33.00 100/$59.25 
Pueblo: (7 W-W) This scented Grant Mitsch hybrid has 3", star-
shaped flowers that open with a milky-white perianth and a 
funnel-shaped, lemon-yellow corona. It matures to bright 
white with a narrow golden halo around the base of its milk- 
white cup. 12" to 14". 	 (8412) 

	

10/$ 7.50 	20/$11.50 	50/$22.75 	100/$36.50 
Punchline: Back again! (7 Y-YYP) This sweet Grant Mitsch 	Sweet Smiles 

hybrid has two to three 31/4" ivory flowers per stem with buff- 
yellow coronas and ruffled pink rims. 14" to 16". 	. . (8413) 

	

10/$ 7.75 	20/513.50 	50/$29.00 	100/$47.75 
Sailboat: (7W-W) This William Pannill award-winner has 21/2" 
reflexed ivory flowers and funnel-shaped yellow cups that 
mature to white. 10" to 12". 	 (8451) 

10/$8.25 20/$14.50 50/$31.25 100/$44.75 
Silver Smiles: (7 W-Y) Yielding up to three flowers per stem, 
this 21/2" Brent Heath hybrid opens with a perfect greenish-
white perianth and a lemon-yellow cup that matures to buff- 
champagne. 14" to 16". 	 (8471) 

	

10/$ 7.50 	20/$12.75 	50/$27.25 	100/$44.50 
Sun Disc: (7 Y-Y) This award-winning Alec Gray heirloom has 
a 2" buttercup-yellow perianth that matures to ivory with a 
disk-shaped, darker yellow cup. Late blooming. Bulb size: 
10/12 cm. 6" to 8". 	 (8502) 

25/511.50 50/$16.75 100/$26.75 200/$48.00 
Sweet Love: (7 W-YYW) Yielding two flowers per stem, this 
sunproof 2008 Brent Heath hybrid is ivory-white with a wavy, 	Punchline 
ivory-edged, butter-yellow cup that matures to ivory with a 
yellow throat. 14" to 16". 	 (8513) 

	

10/5 7.50 	20/$11.50 	50/$22.75 	100/$35.00 
Sweet Smiles: (7 W-P) Offering two flowers per stem, this 
fragrant Brent Heath hybrid has 21/2" flowers with greenish-
white petals that have a narrow pink glow around the base of 
its funnel-shaped, pale apricot-pink cup. 12" to 16". 	(8520) 

	

10/$ 8.25 	20/$14.50 	50/530.75 	100/550.50 
Twinkling Yellow: (7 Y-Y) A N. jonquila var. henriquesii 
selection, it has up to five, 11/2" vivid yellow flowers per stem 
with a star-shaped, rounded perianth and a substantive cup- 
shaped corona. Bulb size: 8 cm/up. 8" to 10". 	(8569) 

	

10/$ 7.50 	20/$11.50 	50/$23.00 	100/537.00 
Yazz: (7 W-P) This 1991 William G. Pannill American hybrid 
has a pale yellow perianth that matures to ivory with a frilled, 
variable apricot to pink to yellow cup accented by an apricot- 
pink to pink cup rim. 12" to 14". 	 (8593) 

	

10/$ 7.50 	20/$13.25 	50/$28.50 	100/$46.75 
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Cyclamineus Narcissi 
Best known for their reflexing, Cyclamen-like flower petals, 
these smaller, durable Narcissi are among the earliest to flower. 
Great for rock gardens, they also force beautifully! DNII bulb 
size: 12/14 cm, unless otherwise noted. April. Plant 6" deep 
and 6" apart. HZ: 3-8. Height: 10" to 12". 

Ma: (6 W-Y) An early-blooming award-winner, it has an 
exceptionally long, gleaming lemon-yellow trumpet with a 
paler base and a reflexed ivory-white perianth. 16". 	.(8023) 

10/$15.50 20/$27.25 50/$54.75 100/598.75 
Cha Cha: (6 W-GPP) A Brian Duncan hybrid registered by 
Rathowen Daffodils in 1986, Cha Cha has a reflexed, pure 
white perianth encircling a luscious, long, warm-pink cup 
with a green base. 8" to 12" 	 (8066) 

10/$12.00 20/521.00 50/$41.00 100/$74.25 

February Gold: (6 Y-Y) Circa 1923, this award-winning, 
reflexed early bloomer is sulfur-yellow with a slightly darker 
cylindrical cup and a paler base. It is known to be a good 
forcer. 	 (8125) 

	

10/$ 8.25 	20/$14.50 	50/531.25 	100/$50.50 

February Silver: (1 W-Y) Technically classified as a Trumpet 
Daffodil, this rare 1949 early bloomer has a white perianth and 
a creamy-yellow trumpet that pales as it matures. Very limited 
supply. Bulb size: 10 cm/up. 	 (8132) 

	

5/$11.50 	10/$22.25 	25/$54.25 

Iwona: (6 WVVP-P) Prized for its fragrant, substantive 31/2"-wide 
flowers, Iwona has broad, well-overlapping, swept-back white 
petals and a ribbed, funnel-shaped, orange-pink cup. (8220) 

10/$12.75 20/$22.50 50/$42.75 100/$77.00 

Jetfire: (6Y-0)A slightly scented, award-winning Grant Mitsch 
naturalizer, Jetfire has a 3" reflexed golden-yellow perianth and 
a cylindrical, deep orange corona. Early flowering, it may yield 
more than one stem. Bulb size: 14/16 cm. 8" to 10". 	.(8245) 

	

10/$ 8.75 	20/$15.25 	50/$32.75 	100/546.25 

Prototype: (6 YYPP) This acclaimed 1993 Brian Duncan 
hybrid has a 3"+, reflexed, pale green-lemon perianth and a 
cylindrical rose-pink cup with a pale pinkish-yellow glow at its 
base. Bulb size: 14/16 cm. 	 (8411) 

10/$10.75 20/$18.75 50/$38.75 100/$69.75 
Rapture: (6 Y-Y) This golden-yellow Grant Mitsch award- 
winner has a reflexed perianth and a long, cylindrical cup with 
a wavy rim. Early flowering. (Photo on page 43.) 	. (8416) 

	

10/$ 7.50 	20/$11.50 	50/$24.50 	100/$44.75 

Jetfire 
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Topolino 

Tete-a-Tete 

Wisley Winter Waltz 

Tete-a-Tete: (12 Y-Y) This pre-1949 Alec Gray award-winner 

has a reflexed, buttercup-yellow perianth and a darker yellow 

trumpet. Very early blooming, it has two to three flowers per 

stem and is terrific for expansive drifts as well as forced pots. 

Bulb size: 14 cm/up. HZ: 4-8. 6" to 7". 	 (8538) 

25/$15.50 50/$27.00 100/$46.50 200/$83.75 

Topolino: (1 W-Y) Classified as a Trumpet Daffodil, Topolino 

has a 21/2" creamy-yellow perianth that matures to almost 

white. This early bloomer has a cylindrical, vivid yellow cup 

with a paler base. Diminutive Topolino (meaning little mouse 

in Italian) is sturdy, beautiful and deliciously fragrant. Bulb size: 

10/12 cm. HZ: 4-8. 5" to 6". 	 (8554) 

25/$14.50 50/$25.50 100/$39.50 200/$71.25 

Tweety Bird: (6 Y-Y) It is a fragrant Karel van derVeek hybrid 

with star-shaped, swept back golden-yellow petals and a long-

nosed cylindrical cup. Award-winning Tweety Bird has 21/2" 

flowers with gracefully flared and intricately notched cup 

rims. Bulb size: 14/16 cm. 	 (8562) 

10/$10.00 20/$17.50 50/537.75 100/$60.50 

Winter Waltz: New! (6 W-P) This 1988 Grant Mitsch hybrid 

has a white perianth and a funnel-shaped corona that opens buff-

yellow and matures to mellow-yellow and even pinkish-apricot 

depending on the temperature. Very limited supply. 14". (8590) 

10/$14.75 20/$25.75 50/555.25 100/599.75 

Wisley: (6W-Y)This award-winning Karel van derVeek hybrid 

has an unusually large flower for a Cyclamineus. Like its father, 

N. Peeping Tom,Wisley has a long, funnel-shaped, bright yellow 

cup with wavy, flared margins. Its windswept petals open pale 

yellow and mature to glistening snow-white. Early flowering 

and long lasting. Bulb size 14/16 cm. 12". 	(8591) 

10/513.00 20/$22.50 50/$44.75 100/$80.75 

Planting Quantities 
For large flower bulbs, plant four bulbs 
per square foot. For small bulbs, plant 
nine bulbs per square foot. 

Total Square 
Footage of Bed 

Small Bulbs 
4" Apart 

Large Bulbs 
6" Apart 

50 450 200 
100 900 400 
200 1,800 800 
300 2,700 1,200 
500 4,500 2,000 



Love Call 	 Cassata 

Rainbow of Colors 

Lemon Beauty 

Drama Queen 

Pink Wonder Sorbet 	 Electrus 

Split-Cup Narcissi 
Split-Cup or Split-Corona Narcissi fall into three groups: Collar 
(a), Papillon (b: Butterfly); or combination types with frilly, 
ruffled or whorled petal segments. Each has a cup that is split 
into multiple sections that are at least one-third the length of 
its petals. Plant pinks in filtered sunlight. DNII bulb size: 
14/16 cm, unless otherwise noted.April. Plant 6" to 8" deep and 
6" apart. HZ: 4-8. Height: 16". 
Cassata: (11a W-W) This 1963 Gerritsen Collar-type has a 4" 
greenish-white perianth overlaid with a well-overlapping 
corona that opens bright greenish-yellow and matures to 
almost pure white. A bit earlier flowering, it is known to be a 
good forcer. 16" to 18". 	 (8060) 

10/$11.00 20/$19.25 50/539.25 100/$70.75 
Congress: (11a Y-O) A 1965 Gerritsen Collar-type, it has 
brilliant, 4" greenish-white flowers and a slightly ruffled, 
deep orange cup that winks with yellow at its base. 14" 
to 16". 	 (8075) 

10/$13.00 20/523.00 50/547.50 100/$85.75 
Drama Queen: New! (11a W-YPP) This Brian Duncan Collar-
type has a 41/2" flower with a white perianth overlaid with a 
split primrose-yellow corona edged in variable rose-pink. Very 
limited supply. 14" to 16". 	 (8099) 

	

5/$14.75 	10/$27.50 	25/$63.50 
Electrus: New! (11a W-GGP) This Brian Duncan Collar-type 
has a 33/4", upward-facing flower with a white perianth and an 
overlaid, ribbed, melon-pink split corona with a green eye. 
Very limited supply.14" to 16". 	 (8117) 

	

5/$14.75 	10/$27.50 	25/563.50 
Lemon Beauty: (11b W-Y/W) This rapturous 4" Lefeber 
Papillon-type is bright ivory-white with a radiant, star-shaped 
lemon-yellow heart. 	 (8296) 

10/$11.25 20/$19.50 50/$38.25 100/568.75 
Love Call: (1 la W-OOY) Another gorgeous Gerritsen Collar- 
type, it has two milky-white perianth layers offset perfectly by 
ruffled, golden-orange cup segments. 	 (8308) 

10/$13.25 20/523.25 50/$44.75 100/$81.00 
Pink Wonder: (11a W-YYP) This Gerritsen Collar-type has 
two whorls of ivory petals overlaid with frilly split cups that 
blend from apricot-pink to golden-apricot with a greenish-
yellow base, and mature to white with pale buff-pink edges. 
16" to 18". 	 (8402) 

10/$12.50 20/$21.75 50/$44.25 100/$79.75 
Rainbow of Colors: (11a W-YPP) This sunproof, fragrant 
Gerritsen Collar-type has a 4" white perianth overlaid with a 
split, lobed corona that opens bright yellow-orange and 
matures to vivid orange-pink. 	 (8415) 

10/$15.00 20/$26.50 50/$54.50 100/$98.25 
Sorbet: (1 lb W-Y/OW) This 4" W.F. Leenan Papillon-type has 
a gossamer white perianth and a star-shaped split cup in 
buttercup-yellow and ivory with deep scarlet-orange tips and 
a green eye. Late flowering. Bulb size: 12/14 cm. 	. (8486) 

	

10/$ 8.50 	20/$14.75 	50/$29.50 	100/$53.50 



N. bulbocodium White Petticoat 

N. pseudo-narcissus ssp. obvallaris 

Species Miniature Narcissi 
These nursery-grown heirlooms deserve a special spot in a 
garden border or rock garden. Except for N. bulbocodium 
Golden Bells, Species Miniatures are good forcers. DNB bulb 
size. April. Plant 4" to 5" deep and 4" to 5" apart. HZ: 4-9. 

N. bulbocodium Golden Bells: (10 Y-Y) Golden Bells is 
more floriferous, a deeper golden-yellow and about an inch 
taller than the original Yellow Hoop Petticoat, N. bulbocodium 
conspicuus (no longer cultivated commercially). It likes a 2" 
layer of mulch after the surface of the ground freezes for a bit 
of protection from arctic temperature spikes. Bulb size: 7 cm/ 
up. 6" to 8". 	 (8052) 

25/$11.75 50/$20.50 100/$34.00 200/$61.25 

N. bulbocodium White Petticoat: (10 W-W) Registered by 
W. van Lierop & Zonen in 2017,White Petticoat is the largest, 
pure white form of N. bulbocodium conspicuus with hoop 

petticoat-shaped, glistening white flowers, a star-shaped white 
perianth of narrow petals, and grass-like foliage. Bulb size: 6/8 
cm. 6" to 8". 	 (8053) 

	

10/$ 8.75 	20/$15.25 	50/$30.75 	100/$55.75 

N. canaliculatus: (8 W-Y) Circa 1915, this multi-flowering, 
scented miniature has a slightly reflexed white perianth and 
a cup-shaped golden-yellow crown. Bulb size: 12/14 cm. 
HZ: 6-10.6". (8056) 

	

25/$ 9.75 	50/$17.25 	100/$28.00 200/$50.25 

N. pseudo-narcissus ssp. obvallaris: (1 Y-Y) The Tenby 
Daffodil is a prized, early-blooming, golden-yellow naturalizer 
with a large, flared trumpet and shorter petals.The windswept 
Wales coastline was blanketed with wild drifts of this upward-

facing bloom in the 17th century. Bulb size:10 cm/up. HZ: 4-8. 
8". 	 (8344) 

25/517.00 50/$29.75 100/$49.25 200/$89.00 

N. romieuxii Julia Jane: (10 Y-Y) Selection JCA805 of N. 
romieuxii, Julia Jane was originally collected in the wild in 
Morocco. Commercially grown since its 1966 introduction 
by J. C. Archibald, it has large, hoop petticoat-shaped, light 
greenish-yellow cups decorated by a star-shaped perianth of 

skinny, spreading petals and needle-thin foliage. Bulb size: 
5 cm/up. HZ: 6-10. 6". 	 (8425) 

	

10/$ 8.50 	20/$14.75 	50/$29.50 	100/$53.25 
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Naturalizing Narcissus Mixtures 
Comprised of top-size DNII name varieties, our Narcissus 
mixtures are created carefully for the most dazzling of spring 
performances for lifetimes of enjoyment. April/May. Plant 6" to 
8" deep and 6" apart. HZ: 3-7. 
The Scheepers Gold Medal Narcissus Mixture: It is a 
breathtaking mixture of the best Narcissi available from 
among the Trumpet Daffodil, Large Cupped, Small Cupped, 
Double, onquilla,Triandrus, Poeticus, Split-Cup and Cyclamin- 
eus classes. 16" to 20". 	 (8752) 

25/$23.00 50/$39.50 100/$63.50 200/$117.00 
The Scheepers Gold Medal Southland Narcissus Mixture: 
Composed for the warmer climates of HZ 8-10 but good 
through HZ 5, it includes Trumpet Daffodil Dutch Master; 
Large Cupped Narcissi Fortissimo, Fortune, Ice Follies and Pink 
Charm; Double Narcissi Cheerfulness andYellow Cheerfulness; 

The Scheepers Gold Medal Narcissus Mixture 	 Split-Cup Narcissus Orangery; Tazetta Narcissi Avalanche and 
Geranium; Jonquilla Narcissus Hillstar; and Poeticus Narcissus 
Actaea. 16" to 20" 	 (8718) 

25/$19.75 50/$33.75 100/$56.75 200/$109.25 
The Ravishing All-Pink Narcissus Mixture: It includes 
Large Cupped Narcissi Accent, Passionale, Pink Charm, 
Precocious, Salome, Sophie Girl and Spring Pride; Double 
Narcissus Delnashaugh; and Jonquilla Narcissus Bell Song. Best 
planted in filtered sunlight for coloration, they develop their 
pink tones as they mature. 16" to 20". 	 (8707) 

25/$19.75 50/$33.75 100/$58.50 200/$112.25 
The Heavenly All-White Narcissus Mixture: Our heavenly 
mix includes Trumpet Daffodil Mount Hood, Large Cupped 
Narcissus Stainless, Double Narcissi Cheerfulness and White 
Medal, Triandrus Narcissus Thalia, Small Cupped Narcissus 
Princess Zaide and Jonquilla Narcissus Pueblo. Some cups 
open yellow and pale to ivory as they mature. 16" to 20". (8729) 

25/$23.75 50/$36.75 100/$69.75 200/$128.75 
The Sunny All-Yellow Narcissus Mixture: Our sunny mix 
includes Trumpet Daffodils Arkle, Dutch Master, Marieke and 
Rijnveld's Early Sensation; Large Cupped Narcissi Avalon and 
Camelot; Jonquilla Narcissus Trevithian; and Double Narcissus 
Yellow Cheerfulness. 14" to 20". 	 (8730) 

25/$21.25 50/$36.75 100/$59.75 200/$111.50 
The Butterfly Narcissus Mixture: Our special mixture 
includes Narcissi Bella Estrella, Blazing Starlet, Cassata, 
Hungarian Rhapsody, Orangery, and Palmares. April. HZ: 4-8. 
16" 	 (8741) 

25/$25.50 50/$42.25 100/$70.75 200/$131.00 
The Cyclamineus Narcissus Mixture: Our windswept flock 
includes Cyclamineus Narcissi Cha Cha, February Gold, Jetfire, 
Prototype, Rapture,Tete-d-Tete,Tweety Bird and Wisley (photo 
on page 49). April. HZ: 3-8.8" to 14" 	 (8742) 

25/$23.50 50/$40.25 100/$59.75 200/$111.00 
The Double Narcissus Mixture: Our fluffy, frilly (and 
fragrant) mixture includes Double Narcissi Bridal Crown, 
Cheerfulness, Delnashaugh, Dick Wilden, Flower Parade,Tahiti 
and Yellow Cheerfulness (photo on page 49). HZ: 3-8. 14" to 
16". (8744) 

25/$21.00 50/$34.25 100/$57.25 200/$105.50 

The Sunny All-Yellow Narcissus Mixture 

The Butterfly Narcissus Mix 	Scheepers Gold Medal Southland Mix The Ravishing All-Pink Narcissus Mixture 

The Heavenly All-White Narcissus Mixture 



Mr. Kees Breed's Small Cupped Narcissus Mixture: Mr. 
Breed was the loving curator of the world's largest living 
museum of flower bulbs-over 5,000 varieties. In his memory, 
his son, Eric Breed, created this blend of his father's favorite 
Small Cups.They range from primitive varieties of N. poeticus 
and N. pseudonarcissus, to new hybrids. As Eric says, "They're 
all charming and graceful-the upper-class ladies of the Daffodil 
world." 14" to 16" 	 (8778) 

	

25/$32.00 	50/$59.00 100/$112.75 200/$215.25 
The Fragrant Narcissus Mixture: Our fragrant blend 
includes Double Narcissi Bridal Crown, Cheerfulness and 
Yellow Cheerfulness; Tazetta Narcissi Geranium and Golden 
Dawn; Triandrus Narcissi Starlight Sensation, Sunlight Sensation 
and Thalia; Poeticus Narcissus Pheasant's Eye; and Jonquilla 
Narcissi Pipit and Pueblo. HZ: 5-9. 14" to 20". 	. . . . (8745) 

	

25/$19.75 	50/$33.75 100/8 47.50 200/$ 87.50 
The Long Trumpet Narcissus Mixture: Our heralding spring 
mixture includes Trumpet Daffodils Dutch Master, Goblet, 
Mount Hood and Rijnveld's Early Sensation; and Large Cupped 
Narcissi Love Day, Pink Charm and Salome. 18" to 20". (8763) 

	

25/$22.50 	50/538.75 100/$ 59.00 200/$108.75 
The Miniature Narcissus Mixture: Our rock garden blend 
includes Miniature Trumpet Daffodil Topolino; Jonquilla 
Narcissus Baby Moon; Tazetta Narcissus Minnow; Triandrus 
Narcissus Hawera; Cyclamineus Narcissi Jetfire andrete-A-Tete; 
and Species Narcissus canaliculatus. April. HZ: 4-8. 6" to 11". 
	  (8774) 

	

25/$11.25 	50/$19.50 100/$ 31.00 200/$ 57.25 
The Sparkling Spring Narcissus Mixture: Our sparkling 
mix includes Trumpet Daffodils Marieke and Mount Hood; and 
Large Cupped Narcissi Delibes, Flower Record, Fortune, Ice 
Follies, Pink Charm and Spring Pride. 18" to 20". 	. (8760) 

	

25/$21.25 	50/536.75 100/8 60.25 200/$111.25 

11,1) 

Van Engelen, our wholesale 
sister company, has been 
supplying top-size flower 
bulbs to public and private 
gardens, botanical gardens, 
conservatories, and landscape 
architects, designers and 
contractors across the U.S. 

for over 50 years. Call us at 860.567.8734 or visit www. 
vanengelen.com  for our 52-page wholesale price list. 
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Ziva is a great cut flower! 

Paperwhite Ziva 

Paperwhite Ziva Gift Box 

Paperwhites are the Art & Soul of Winter 

Our coz Ziva in a huge trifle box\ I 
w 

burlap bag 

The Art & Soul of Winter' m 
Paperwhite Ziva Bareroot Bulbs 
Paperwhites create naturally festive homes over the long 
winter months. They are a big part of the art and soul of 
winter. Paperwhite Ziva yields large trusses of fragrant, snow-
white flowers with up to three stems per bulb. It flowers in 
four to six weeks when potted no earlier than mid-October 
and no later than the beginning of March. 
Prior to potting, store them at 50°F to 60°F in a dark, dry spot. 

Wait until the nose or top growth is about 11/2" high before 
planting them in soil or growing them in pebbles and water. 
Paperwhite Ziva bulbs have strong rooting action and yield 
significant foliage. Make sure that the bulbs are grown in 
sturdy containers that won't topple over. Experiment with 
watertight containers and stones. We love growing Zivas in 
huge trifle bowls-the high sides support the foliage and 
flowers. Heavy, tall glass cylinders are also beautiful filled with 
flowering Ziva bulbs. Place the pots or containers in indirect 
sunlight until the foliage is 4" tall. Then place them in brighter 
sunlight and water consistently. Maintain the water level in 
pebbles, making sure that the roots are never out of water and 
allowed to desiccate. Ziva makes a good cut flower: if they 
grow too tall, snip them for sweet little vases. 
You can order a unit of ten bulbs nestled in a cozy burlap bag 

secured with green twine and a rustic tag with horticultural 
tips. For larger quantities of Paperwhite bulbs, you can order 
bulk units of 50 in green mesh bags. 
16/17 cm Paperwhite Ziva in Burlap Bag: Ten bulbs per 
rustic burlap bag. 	 (9607) 

	

10/$9.50 	20/$18.00 	50/$43.25 100/$ 78.75 
16/17 cm Paperwhite Ziva: 50 bulbs in a mesh bag. (9608) 

	

50/$38.75 	100/$74.25 	200/$142.25 
17 cm/up Paperwhite Ziva in Burlap Bag: Ten bulbs per 
rustic burlap bag. 	 (9611) 

	

10/$10.25 	20/$19.50 	50/546.50 100/5 84.75 
17 cm/up Paperwhite Ziva: 50 bulbs in a mesh bag. (9612) 

	

50/$42.25 	100/$81.25 	200/$155.50 

Paperwhite Ziva Gift Boxes 
You may also give Paperwhites in a special gift box at a special 
price. Our set includes an attractive Art & Soul ofWinterTM  gift 
box, four Paperwhite Ziva bulbs (16/17 cm), a watertight, 
green plastic pot, special soil, marble chips and instructions. It's 
so nice to have a case on hand for hostess presents or for gifts 
to school teachers or neighbors. (Store them at 50°F to 60°F in 
a dry, dark spot until you give them away.) 	(9625) 

	

1/$7.00 	3/$20.25 	6/$39.00 	13/$ 76.25 
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Sweet little vases of Ziva 
	

Paperwhite Ziva 


